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[FULL HD QUALITY]
Xblitz Ghost registers image in Full HD resolution,
what ensures highest quality of the recordings. 
Thanks to the high resolution the movies are sharp
and full of details. With blitz Ghost nothing X
will be missed.
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[FULL HD] [HD]



[READABLE SCREEN]
Xblitz Ghost was equipped with 3 inches screen made 
within TFT technology. Wide diagonal and high resolution
assure incredible comfort of the usage and let you
see more.

Screen displays preview of the recording in a real-time
as well as playback of archive files (directly 
in the device). Using a car camera has never
been so easy!
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3" TFT



[COMFORTABLE USAGE]
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[MICROSD SLOT]

[”UP”]

[MENU]

[”DOWN”][POWER]

[LOCK]

[MODE]

Xblitz Ghost was equipped with enormous, functional buttons
located on the both sides of the camera, which makes the camera

maintenance easy, simple, intuitive and safe. 
One-hand maintenance is no longer a problem!

[OK]



[G-SENSOR]
G-sensor function protects essential files in the moment
of collision or sudden braking. Camera automatically protects
wideo files from being overwritten.
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[PARKING MODE]
Parking mode is a function that will ensure safety for your vehicle.
The device detects a motion in the field of view of the camera and starts
to record. You don’t need to stay in the car to make the car camera watching
for your vehicle.
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[LOOP RECORDING]
The storage medium of the blitz Ghost camera is a microSD memory card with a capacity of up to 32GB.X
This is a memory interval, allowing for a single record of a long route. 
However, you do not have to worry for lack of space and continuous deleting of archival files. 
The recorder records the image in a continuous mode (recording in a loop)
it means nothing more than overwriting older files - with newer ones.



[TECHNICAL DATA]
Model: blitz Ghost X

Processor:                                                          

Sensor:                                                  

Screen:                                                  

View-angle:                                                       

Case:

G-SENSOR:                                                    

File format:

Video resolution: 

Dimensions:

Memory card:

USB ports:

Loop recording:

Audio:

Power supply:

The set contains:

GP 1247

1024

3 inches

120°

metal

Yes

*.AVI

max. 1920x1080P

50 x 85 x 36mm

MicroSD up to 32GB (class 10th)

mini USB

Yes

Built-in microphone 

USB 5V / 1A
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Xblitz Ghost, car charger, user’s manual
USB wire, suction-grip, memory card reader
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